
Chark�'� Teriyak� Men�
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(+1)9282479002

A comprehensive menu of Charki's Teriyaki from Yuma covering all 18 meals and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For seasonal or weekly deals, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on

the website. What User likes about Charki's Teriyaki:
The lady has polite friendly service in the register. We shared: 1 salmon shrimp plate with salad house dressing
fresh delicious, highly recommended 2. Chicken beef plate with Veges Chicken was good, Veges were good the
beef was OK, but type of crispy chew / more like beef jerky 3. Small tasty spicy, highly recommended I enjoyed

the tasty little details like the slices of fresh fruit in the salad of the asparagus on... read more. What User doesn't
like about Charki's Teriyaki:

i dont know what happened, as I remember eating here before and enjoying it. I got a beef bowl, but the rice was
very mushy, like when you leave it sitting in the cooker for more than two days. The meat was dry andthe teriyaki

sauce wasnt evenly spread to even cover the rice, which was the main thing in the meal. I could only eat it
smothered in siracha. Im very disappointed, and I would not order or pay 7 dollars ev... read more. An additional
service offered by the restaurant is the catering service for visitors, Besides, the successful blend of different

dishes with new and partially adventurous products is appreciated by the visitors - a beautiful case of Asian
Fusion. The meals are prepared authentically Asian, and healthy Japanese meals are being made with lots of

fresh vegetables, fish and meat.
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Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH

Sush�
CALIFORNIA ROLL

Sid� Order�
STEAMED VEGETABLES

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Fres� Juice�
 CARROT

Mante� Vega�
TERIYAKI SALMON

Vegetabl� Or Han� Rol�
ASPARAGUS

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

Ingredient� Use�
VEGETABLES

KIMCHI

BROCCOLI

TERIYAKI

BEEF

FRESH FRUIT

SHRIMP

FRUIT

CHICKEN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 10:30 -21:00
Tuesday 10:30 -21:00
Wednesday 10:30 -21:00
Thursday 10:30 -21:00
Friday 10:30 -21:00
Saturday 10:30 -21:00
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